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a b s t r a c t
A stretchable non-volatile resistive memory is a fundamental element in realizing complex neuromorphic computing and compact logic application adaptable to wearable electronics. A room temperature
deposited SrTiO3−x (STO) based resistive memory on stretchable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate
has been developed. The STO-based resistive memory does not require energy-intensive electroforming,
exhibits stable complementary switching, long retention time, and reproducible endurance switching.
The devices demonstrate the ability to operate under uniaxial tensile strain and extreme bending conditions. This work is an important step realizing metal oxide based stretchable non-volatile memories,
critical to integrated devices for skin-mounted electronics.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A rapid increase in the demand for wearable and mechanicallyconformable electronics in applications such as electronic skin,
wearable sensors, human body monitoring and other biointegrated devices calls for every individual element of a device
to be pliable. Wearable electronics therefore requires a degree of
stretchability so that the device can withstand the stretch of the
skin which is typically from 7 to 18% [1]. For a fully wearable integrated circuit, a degree of stretchability is desirable in its one of the
most important circuit element: the memory unit.
In this context, polymer-based bistable resistive memory
devices have been studied extensively [2]. This typically involves
active layers that are coated using a variety of deposition techniques primarily sputtering [3–6], plasma enhanced atomic layer
deposition [7] and plasma oxidized metal [8]. Another problem
associated with these systems is the weak adhesion of the metal
electrodes to the polymeric platforms when a stacked conﬁguration is fabricated which can lead to the unreliable performance of
the devices [9–11].
Although the demonstration of ﬂexible memory systems is
quite prevalent in literature [12,13], reports on stretchable memory devices are limited only to the functional materials that are
polymers such as a poly(butylthiophene)/poly(methyl methacrylate) blending ﬁlm and poly[2,7-(9,9-dihexylﬂuorene)] [14,15].
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These organic nanostructures integrated with soft substrates have
successfully replicated the performance of advanced CMOS technology, but at the cost of complicated and tedious fabrication
processes, which are difﬁcult to implement on large scale with
existing manufacturing facilities [16,17]. Also, there is no comprehensive report to realize cross point and cross array structures
of stretchable resistive memory using organic materials. Although
organic materials seem to be a natural choice for stretchable memory, metal oxides are more amenable to doping based control and
are chemically more stable [18]. Metal oxides, whose rich physics
span the electrical [19], optical [20] and acoustic domain [21], offer
a low-cost alternative for large-scale electronic memories. These
materials can be deposited on large scale [22] with controllable
electron mobilities [23], offer tunable band gap and high density
integration due to their easier batch processing [16]. Several metal
oxides can also be engineered in a low-dimensional form making them promising switching materials, although they remain in
early stage of development in ﬂexible and stretchable functional
systems [24]. Metal oxide based devices compatible with batch
processing are commonly deposited at high temperature and are
naturally brittle (which render them not inherently stretchable).
Most stretchable substrates such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
cannot withstand high temperature processing and also have signiﬁcantly different mechanical properties to those of oxides. Due to
this two-pronged problem, the most promising resistive switching
materials such as binary and complex oxide systems are ruled out
in stretchable platforms.
To address this bottleneck in the realization of stretchable memory systems, we report a room temperature deposited SrTiO3−x
(STO) based resistive memory fabricated on stretchable PDMS
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Fig. 1. Physical structure of stretchable memory devices. (a) Schematic of a device with stack of Au/Ti/STO/Au/Cr/PDMS; where Au/Ti works as top electrode (TE) and Au/Cr
as bottom electrode (BE). (b) Shows thickness of each layer on the cross section as mentioned in (a). (c) An optical micrograph of a fabricated cross-point device where the
dotted square represents the oxide region of area 60 m × 60 m. (d) An array of cross-point devices after peeling off from the Si carrier substrate. The standalone devices
on 250 m thick PDMS are ﬂexible as well as stretchable.

platform as represented in Fig. 1. STO is selected as the functional
oxide due to its ability to harbour oxygen vacancies (Vo s) in the
lattice and their concentration which can be controlled [25,26].
Also it has shown tremendous potential for future state-of-the-art
memory systems [27–29]. A combination of ultraviolet (UV) and
ultraviolet ozone (UVO) treatment is performed to ensure strong
adhesion of the active oxide layer (STO) and metal electrodes to the
PDMS surface (see Section 2) [30]. The fundamental memory characteristics of the Au/Ti/STO/Au/Cr stack are acquired under varying
degrees of tensile strain. In addition, our stretchable devices are
showing electroforming-free resistive switching characteristics
which is typically required for energy-efﬁcient memory systems
[31]. Furthermore, a switching mechanism is proposed based on
the electrical and compositional characterization of the devices.
Photoluminescence (PL) is also used as a non-destructive tool to
map the effects of strain and further understand the switching
characteristics of the devices.
2. Experimental
2.1. Material deposition and device fabrication
Sylgard 184A (base) and Sylgard 184B (curer), the two parts
manufactured by Dow-Corning, were mixed in the ratio of 10:1
(w/w) and stirred rigorously in a plastic cup using a plastic rod.

The air bubbles trapped in the mixture were removed by applying
gentle vacuum in the desiccator for 30 min. The mixture was spin
coated on a RCA-cleaned Pt-coated 3 Si wafer to obtain 250 m
thick elastomers. Platinum of 20 nm thickness was used on Si to
facilitate the peeling off of PDMS as the Pt has very poor adhesion
with Si. Then, it was cured at room temperature for 72 h in vacuum
oven to form the cross-linked PDMS network and to remove any
further trapped toluene. Before doing any photolithographic steps,
PDMS/Pt/Si was subjected to 3 min of ultraviolet (UV) treatment
due to which the macromolecules of PDMS surface undergo chain
scission, including both the main chain backbone and side groups.
Then, it was exposed to 30 s of ultraviolet ozone (UVO) to modify
the near surface structure of Sylgard 184A. The molecular Oxygen
and Ozone created during UVO treatment interacts with UV modiﬁed specimen to create a large number of hydrophilic OH group
as well as very thin layer of silica pillar on hydrophobic PDMS surface which facilitates photolithographic steps and lift off processes
[30].
The room temperature deposited STO based resistive switching memories were fabricated by standard photolithography, thin
ﬁlm deposition and lift-off processes. Each cell comprises of ɑ-STO
sandwiched between Cr/Au and Ti/Au electrodes. After patterning
through a photolithography (chrome) mask of 5214E image reversal photoresist on surface modiﬁed PDMS, the bottom electrodes
consist of Cr (5 nm) and Au (15 nm) were deposited by electron
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Fig. 2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic characterization of room temperature sputtered STO on PDMS. (a) The core level spectra of Sr 3d showing Sr2+ oxidation state, (b)
Ti 2p with oxidation states Ti4+ and Ti(4−ı)+ , and (c) O 1s representing O2− oxidation state.

beam evaporation (Kurt J. Lesker PVD75 Pro-line, which has the
substrate cooling facilities) at a pressure of 1.5 × 10−7 Torr, a deposition rate of 0.3 Å/s and room temperature. Functional bottom
electrode was achieved after clean lift-off processes. ɑ-STO of 30 nm
thickness was deposited by RF sputtering (Kurt J. Lesker PVD75
sputtering system) in 100% Argon atmosphere at a process pressure of 3.5 × 10−7 Torr at room temperature from a commercial
ceramic STO target (99.95%, Testbourne Ltd.) by using 200 W RF
(13.54 MHz) plasma after a similar photolithographic process. Following the same photolithography process as earlier, top electrodes
containing titanium Ti of 10 nm and Au of 60 nm thicknesses were
deposited by electron beam evaporation. Choice of electrode materials was to ensure inert properties, to minimize their inﬂuence
on oxygen vacancy transport in the oxide-based memory devices.
Finally, the PDMS with fabricated devices was peeled off from the
Si wafer.
2.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried
out by a Thermo Scientiﬁc K-Alpha instrument equipped with an
aluminium K␣ radiation source with energy of 1486.7 eV. The corelevel elemental spectra were collected from a bare STO thin ﬁlm
deposited directly on PDMS substrate which was peeled off from
Si. The surface of the ɑ-STO on PDMS was in situ cleaned by argon
under high vacuum (<5 × 10−8 Torr) before collecting data using
X-ray beam of 400 m in diameter. It was ensured that Ar assisted
cleaning caused minimal oxygen removal when a short (<5 s) argon
milling step with low beam energy (<200 eV) was used. The binding
energies of all principal elements were referenced corresponding to the adventitious carbon binding energy (C 1s) of 285 eV.
The standard Gaussian–Lorentzian function followed by the Shirley
background correction was used to resolve all the spectra.

spectra were collected at room temperature, with 300 nm excitation wavelength; from the room temperature deposited bare STO
thin ﬁlm on PDMS. A custom-built scanning confocal ﬂuorescence
microscope with a high numerical aperture (0.9) objective was used
for PL mapping. A 405 nm laser as an excitation source combined
with avalanche photo-diode (APD, SPCM-AQRH-14) was employed
for imaging and a spectrometer (Princeton instruments, SpectrPro)
with a PIXISCCD camera to collect spectra. The lateral resolution
was set to 300 nm with dwelling time of 0.5 ms.

2.5. Compositional analysis of STO
Fig. 2 depicts the core-level XPS spectra of the major elements of
our as-deposited STO thin ﬁlm on PDMS. The core-level Sr 3d spectra are ﬁtted at binding energies of 132.98 eV and 134.72 eV for Sr
3d5/2 and Sr 3d3/2, respectively for the Sr2+ oxidation state [32]
(Fig. 2a). The Ti 2p spectra are ﬁtted with two distinct components
at binding energies of 458.4 eV and 456.2 eV indexed to the Ti4+
and Ti(4−ı)+ oxidation states, respectively [33] (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the core-level spectra of O 1s are ﬁtted by two components
at 529.5 eV and 531.4 eV binding energies indexed to the O2− oxidation state and C O bonds on the oxide surface, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2c. No prominent shift for the Sr 3d3/2 , Sr 3d5/2 ,Ti
2p or O 1s core levels is observed [34]. It is well established that
the presence of solely a Ti4+ component corresponds to a fully stoichiometric STO oxide, while the Ti(4−ı)+ represents the presence
of Vo s [31] in our sputtered STO. Oxygen vacancies are generally
introduced when the ﬁlm is grown under an oxygen-deﬁcient environment [33]. Under these growth conditions, according to the
global charge equilibrium, one oxygen vacancy is created when
two Ti4+ ions are transferred into two Ti3+ ions. Therefore, the precise chemical formula of the oxygen deﬁcient STO thin ﬁlm may be
written as [35]:

2.3. Electrical characterization
The current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of these resistive
random-access memory devices were carried out in an ambient
atmosphere using an Agilent B2912A source meter semiconductor
characterization system for two-probe measurements.
2.4. Photoluminescence spectroscopy
The photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra were obtained
by using a Horiba Scientiﬁc FluoroMax-4 spectroﬂuorometer. All

3+ 2−
Sr2+ Ti4+
1−2x Ti2x O3−x

where x corresponds to loss of oxygen from the stoichiometric
compound. Moreover, the uniform oxygen deﬁciency distribution
throughout our as-grown STO thin ﬁlm is revealed from the depth
proﬁle as shown in Fig. S1 which is in agreement with the earlier
reported literature [28,36,37]. This oxygen deﬁcient thin ﬁlm plays
vital role in forming oxygen vacancy induced conductive pathway
which is discussed in detail in the following section.
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Fig. 3. Typical I–V switching curve with the application of voltage sweeps. The bias
was applied to the bottom electrode Au/Cr and the top electrode Au/Ti was grounded.
The labels indicate the voltage sweeps used, starting at 0 V, cycling through the
negative and then positive voltages.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electroforming-free behaviour
Fig. 3 shows the typical I–V characteristics obtained using
Au/Ti/STO/Au/Cr metal–insulator–metal (MIM) structures on
PDMS. It is observed from the I–V characteristics that when the
applied ﬁeld across the memory device is in the range of −0.2 V
to +0.2 V, the maximum resistance across the oxide is 4.7 k. This
indicates that at such low applied voltages, the density of ﬁeld
induced oxygen vacancies is insigniﬁcant inside the ﬁlms [38].
Another feature that should be noted is that, unlike most transition metal oxides that require an initial electroforming sweep
to activate their resistive switching behaviour, our devices are
electroforming-free in nature as depicted in Fig. S2.
We postulate two possible reasons for these devices being
‘electroforming-free’ in nature. Firstly, the impact of the mechanical properties of the underlying metal layer of a STO thin ﬁlm play a
signiﬁcant role in the migration of oxygen vacancies when an electric ﬁeld is applied. Al-Hamadany et al. [29] have modelled that
compressive and tensile bi-axial strains can result in the migration
of oxygen vacancies (Vo s) in STO ﬁlms. By using spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT), they proposed that compressive strain
is a potential route for limiting injection of electrically active Vo centres, whereas tensile strain enhances diffusion of oxygen vacancies
[39]. Bi-axial tensile strain of platinum (Pt) is 2.2% [40], half of the
strain of gold (Au) 4.4% [41], creates less strain on the as-deposited
STO. This will potentially result in the migration of a larger number
of Vo s which govern the electrical properties of STO in a stacked
MIM conﬁguration in case of Au based devices. This is further conﬁrmed by electrical outcomes as shown in Fig. S2 which depicts that
the devices with the Pt underlying layer of STO thin ﬁlm required
energy intensive electroforming voltage, whereas, the devices with
Au bottom layer showed electroforming free behaviour. Additionally, it is also expected that the oxygen vacancies will align along
the direction of strain in the ﬁlms, which can inadvertently cause
the formation of random conductive pathways in the oxide ﬁlms.
Secondly, the electrical conductivity of SrTiO3−x increases as x
increases. In our study, we sputtered STO in Ar environment (see
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Section 2) which results in the deposition of oxygen-deﬁcient STO
as also highlighted by the XPS analysis (Fig. 2). The inherent Vo s
in the Ti–O6 octahedra that are created by preferentially removing the oxygen atoms due to heavy Ar+ ion bombardment during
the sputtering process, generates conduction band electrons in
the Ti 3d states [42]. Moreover, due to the oxygen deﬁciencies,
the TiO2 in STO is more inclined to a semi-metallic state (TiO2−x )
rather than the insulating TiO2 . As such, the semi-metallic Ti in
our SrTiO3−x ﬁlms may be responsible for the forming-free process
partly because of its high content in the ﬁlm. Furthermore, when
the Au/Cr bottom electrode is biased, the initially oxidized Sr and
Ti species (as revealed from the XPS analysis) in the as-deposited
state may be reduced by the applied electric ﬁeld which leads to
an increase in electrical conductivity. So, it is reasonable to ascribe
the forming free behaviour in our STO ﬁlms to the speciﬁc deposition conditions and the internal microstructural changes induced
due to the underlying higher tensile strain electrode. When we
apply higher bias sweeps of −1 V to 1 V, the resistance decreases
nonlinearly with a higher slope. As the range of the applied bias
is extended further to cover −1.6 V to +1.6 V, threshold switching
behaviour emerges with a sudden increase in current observed at
0.75 V [43].
Fig. 4 illustrates the possible resistive switching mechanism
based on the electrical and material characterization of our complementary switching devices. In the virgin state, the reduced metallic
ions and Vo s generated due to the Au induced strain effects are
randomly distributed which can be aligned with applying a very
small negative voltage to the bottom electrode consequently offering electroforming free characteristics as depicted in Fig. 4a. When
the negative voltage is increased, a threshold voltage switches the
devices to an ON1 state where all semi-metallic ions and oxygen
vacancies are aligned between the top and bottom electrode with
a higher concentration towards the bottom electrode as illustrated
in Fig. 4b. A larger magnitude of the negative voltage results in a
higher concentration of oxygen vacancies towards the bottom electrode, which creates an inadequacy of oxygen vacancies around the
top electrode as shown in Fig. 4c, switching the device to a S0 state.
Subsequently, an application of positive voltage at the bottom electrode repels the positively charged oxygen vacancies towards the
top electrode which results in an intermediate ON2 state before
switching to the S1 state as the magnitude is increased (Fig. 4d and
e).
3.2. Complementary switching behaviour
Fig. 5a depicts the symmetric complementary switching CS
behaviour seen in our devices for 100 continuous switching cycles.
The combination of the presence of inherent oxygen vacancies
along with randomly oriented pathways that are likely created due
to the underlying electrode induced strain result in the migration
of Vo s under an applied bias. The observed CS behaviour occurs
due to the alternate growth and rupture of the depletion region
in the vicinity of one of the top/bottom interfaces [44] depending
on the polarity of the applied bias. The diminishing of depletion
region results in a local low resistivity at one of the interfaces
(LRS), whereas enhancement of the depletion region causes local
high resistivity (HRS) near the interface. When a negative bias is
applied at the bottom Au/STO interface, the device switches to an
ON1 state, where the conductive pathway is continuous with no
depletion interface. On further increasing the magnitude of the
applied bias, the S0 state is achieved. In the S0 state, the Vo s are
concentrated towards the bottom electrode (LRS) there by creating
a partial depletion region at the top Ti/STO interface (HRS). Conversely, when a positive voltage is applied to the bottom electrode,
the Vo s are concentrated at the top Ti/STO interface (LRS) resulting in a sequential transition from the ON2 transition state to the
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of possible complementary switching mechanism. (a) Randomly distributed oxygen vacancies and semi-metallic ions during the virgin state of
the device. White, unﬁlled spheres represent the oxygen vacancies and red, ﬁlled spheres illustrate the metallic ions. The device goes to the ON state under negative bias as
shown in (b) and positive half cycle as shown in (d). (c) Local low resistive state (LRS) at the bottom electrode and local high resistive state (HRS) at the top electrode create
the S0 state due to the negative bias at bottom electrode. (e) Local LRS at the top electrode and HRS at the bottom electrode constitute the S1 state due to the positive bias
applied the bottom electrode. While the top half circular arrow marks show the sequence of applied electric ﬁeld, the bottom black arrow marks represent the strength of
higher electric ﬁeld.

S1 state where a depletion region is enhanced in the vicinity of
the bottom Au/STO interface (HRS). The corresponding switching
cycles in linear scale are depicted in Fig. S3.
In contrast to the bipolar ReRAM devices, the CS device only
offers I–V based readout to retrieve the stored information from the
CS cell at high voltage, since the two high resistive storing states
are not distinguishable by a non-destructive readout at low voltage [44]. As a consequence, the device retention and endurance
tests are performed at a read voltage of 1.0 V so that the device is
in the ON state (ON1 or ON2 ). Fig. 5b depicts the stable retention
characteristics for 103 s with an average switching ratio of ∼6. The
presence of distinguishable states S0 and S1 indicate the stability
of the CS behaviour in our MIM device. As the real input signal to
a practical integrated circuit is closer to being a pulse, therefore
endurance measurement in this work is conducted in pulse mode
operation with duration of 50 s as shown in Fig. 5c. For each complete cycle, a negative pulse with an amplitude of 1.6 V switches
the devices to a S0 state followed by a positive read voltage of 1.0 V.
This sequence is followed by a positive pulse with an amplitude of
1.6 V which switches the device to the S1 state and a read voltage
of positive 1.0 V. The read voltage after the negative and positive
pulses, switches the devices from low resistance to high resistance
state respectively.
The endurance characteristics are evaluated for 2000 cycles
indicating stable CS behaviour. The slight variation of switching
ratios after 1500 cycles can be attributed to the cycling-induced
degradation due to relatively higher VREAD of 1 V as shown in Fig. 5d.
3.3. Complementary switching behaviour under tensile strain
To observe the effect of strain on the switching characteristics of our MIM devices, we applied a sequence of varying strain
(0–6%) using a custom-built fully-automated stretching stage with
a step resolution of 2.5 m as shown in Fig. 6a. The displacement
of the samples was controlled by a linear stage actuated with a
micrometre screw gauge. The measurements at every strain level
are acquired for 5 cycles. As the applied strain is gradually increased
from 0 to 4%, the switching voltage of the CS device to initiate
the S0 and S1 states increase from an amplitude of 1.6 V at 0% to
2.4 V at 4% as shown in Fig. 6c whereas Fig. S4 the curves in linear scale. The electrical retention stability and cycling endurance
under tensile strain from 0 to 4% are depicted in Fig. 6d and e for

100 s and 100 cycles, respectively. With an increasing strain, the
switching voltage and read voltage increased, while the switching
ratio decreased from ∼6.0 at 0% to ∼4.5 under 4% strain. No electrical conductivity is seen at 6% strain indicating device reaches an
open-circuit state. As the uniaxial tensile strain increases, the inter
layer lattice planes separation decreases. The in-plane and interplane Ti ions that are separated by a single SrO plane get closer
[27]. Upon migration of any oxygen ions from the SrO plane due
to the tensile strain, the nearest-neighbour Ti-ions experience an
electrostatic repulsion and move apart. Hence, there is a general
and substantial increase in barrier heights for all charge states with
increasing strain. Oxygen vacancy diffusion along this larger barrier
is rendered unfavourable under strain [39]. As the barrier height
increases with tensile strain, it results in an increase in the switching voltages required to turn the devices to the ON state (i.e., ON1
or ON2 ). A further increase in strain (>6%), results in device ceasing switching most likely due to the micro-crackings in the top and
bottom electrodes as well as the functional STO layer. Such microcracking is a known phenomenon in well-adhered metal thin ﬁlms
on elastomeric substrates stretched beyond their elastic limit [45].
The micro-cracking allows the thin ﬁlm to deform beyond their
bulk rupture strain and returns to its initial position [11], which
is critical for long-term cyclic use of such devices. To further validate, we investigate the morphology of electrodes and active layer
using scanning electron microscope (SEM) under varying degree of
strain. We found that the strain beyond 4% shows clear evidence
of micro-cracks on the active layer as well as on the electrodes as
depicted in Fig. S5. Interestingly, upon removing the strain after
8%, the micro cracks almost disappeared which explain the stability of the device under multiple stretching–releasing cycling.
Fig. 6f illustrates the successive recovery of the device to its initial position (0% strain) after being subjected to tensile strains up
to 4%. This indicates the stability of the memristive behaviour under
strain. A stable and repeatable switching behaviour is observed during the stretching and releasing cycles (Fig. S6). Moreover, to test
the memory behaviour after 100 stretch–release cycles, micrometre screw of the stretching stage was driven by a stepper motor
(Trinamic PD-110-42, Germany). The stepper motor was controlled
by a LabView program which applies displacement mapping automatically. The linear switching behaviour for 50 cycles after 100
stretch–release cycles at 4% strain is represented in Fig. S7 indicating stable stretchable behaviour of our devices. Furthermore,
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Fig. 5. Resistive random-access memory performances. (a) Quasi-static sweep for 100 cycles in log scale. The arrow marks show the switching direction. The on state of
negative half cycle is termed as ON1 and positive half cycle as ON2 . (b) Retention for 1000 s at read voltage of 1 V. The red and black circles represent the ON and OFF retention,
respectively. (c) Pulse mode operation for 2 consecutive cycles. The applied V− –VREAD –V+ –VREAD voltage sequence cycles the device through the ON1 –S0 –ON2 –S1 sequence.
(d) Endurance for 2000 cycles at read voltage of 1 V. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

the switching characteristics of our devices are also acquired under
ﬂex by afﬁxing samples to a cylinder of 7 mm diameter as shown in
Fig. 6b. The results show stable switching in log scale as illustrated
in Fig. 6g and indicate that our devices also perform well on a curvilinear surface making it viable for being conformably contacted on
any part of human body. Fig. S8 illustrated the switching in linear
scale.
3.4. Photoluminescence measurements
In order to gain insights into the effect of applied strain on
the electronic structure of STO, we performed photoluminescence
measurements on our sputtered STO thin ﬁlms under varying
degrees of strain (0–8%). The PL phenomenon can be used to
understand the electronic states within the band gap due to
oxygen vacancies, defects, or impurities [46]. According to the
literature, PL in STO is due to the recombination of electrons and

holes, generated by distorted clusters containing oxygen vacancies,
trapped in the intermediate states to the band gap [47]. As the
PL response can be modulated by changing the density of oxygen
vacancies [31], we demonstrate herein the effect of tensile strain
on the PL emission using a 405 nm excitation source. According to
the PL results shown in Fig. 7, the increase in tensile strain causes a
reversible decrease in the intensity of PL emission. As the excitation
energy does not change, the PL emission in STO can be related to
the strain induced density of charge carriers (oxygen vacancies)
in the samples. The band gap energy does not change signiﬁcantly
under applied tensile strain which is indicated by the position of
the PL peak being unchanged [48]. As such, it can be inferred that
an applied strain creates an unfavourable barrier for the generated
oxygen vacancies as discussed earlier. So, the PL spectra decreases
with the increasing strain which results in increasing threshold
voltages for the devices to switch to the ON state. Eventually, we
can summarize from the electrical results and photoluminescence
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Fig. 6. (a) Stretching stage where the sample is attached between the sample holders to apply strain. (b) Curvilinear stage to test the device functionality under curvature. (c)
Switching under tensile strain from 0% to 4% (inset: linear scale). (d) Electrical retention stability under tensile strain from 0% to 4%. (e) Electrical endurance stability under
tensile strain from 0% to 4%. (f) Effect of tensile strain on the switching voltage. (g) Switching on curvilinear surface with a radius of 3.5 mm in log scale.
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Fig. 7. Effect of tensile strain on STO deposited on PDMS using photoluminescence spectra. (a) Uniaxial stretching from 0% to 8%. PDMS substrate intensity remains same for
the entire wavelength. (b) Removal of strain from 8% to 0%.

spectra that the threshold voltage increases due the reduction of
Vo s generation under lateral strain which potentially create an
unfavourable condition for oxygen vacancy movement.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.apmt.2018.08.011.

4. Conclusion
References
In conclusion, we have demonstrated forming-free complementary switching behaviour of room-temperature-deposited STO thin
ﬁlm fabricated on a stretchable PDMS substrate. It is conﬁrmed that
oxygen-deﬁcient STO thin ﬁlm along with underlying Au-induced
oxygen vacancies play a great role on the forming-free nature of
the devices. The resistive memories have exhibited stable nonvolatile characteristics with an ON/OFF ratio of ∼6, data retention
time over 103 s and cycling endurance of 2 × 103 cycles. The device
showed reliable switching characteristics up to 4% lateral strain
which may possibly be extended to at least 10% by modifying
the geometry and size of electrodes, self-similar, or fractal electrode designs, downsizing the devices to sub nanometre level and
reducing the thickness of substrate, electrode and active layers. The
results have also elucidated that room temperature deposition is a
viable pathway for overcoming the bottleneck of realizing metal
oxide based stretchable resistive memories. Thus, the experimental results highlight the feasibility of metal oxide based stretchable
resistive memory and could pave the way for fully-integrated, skinmounted electronics.
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